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Agenda

• Perspective of my talk*
• Advances in EBHC and role of guidelines
• An encounter with AI, what is it and why the fuzz?
• Where does AI fit in the evidence ecosystem?

• AI evidence for use in clinical practice
• The good, the bad and the ugly
• Pandemic kessons learned: living AI evidence?
• Making the evidence ecosystem work for AI

• What now for the EBHC community?
• Critical appraisal of AI evidence; Ready? 
• AI in EBHC education; Keeping up?
• A call for urgent engagement and collaboration

*Slides will be shared, including a glossary of  AI terms and links to useful podcasts and papers

Picture made by GPT-4 
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Perspective of my talk: Use of AI evidence in clinical practice 
Great advances in standards, methods, tools and processes in the evidence ecosystem
EBHC shift towards use of pre-appraised evidence and tools: guidelines are critical

Declarations of interest: CEO of MAGIC, no AI expert (and perhaps an EBM dinosaur). No financial COI
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Meet myself, with bodily symptoms and concerns spring 2023
Asked www.healthily.com offering AI platform for self- care in the NHS, keen on Norway

10/27/23 4

©MAGIC
Response after 10 minutes of queries: 

”You may have pancreatic cancer or sacroileitis. 
You should see a doctor within 2 days!”

My GP ordered lots of blood tests, MRI of my back + colonoscopy
I am still a bit shaken; Is this a case of the ugly AI?

http://www.healthily.com/
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Colonoscopy did not detect any disease (I still have IBS)
Should I have met AI Genius? Computer Assisted Detection (CADe) of polyps is popular now
My gastroenterologist apologized: “This AI device simply too expensive...”

10/27/23 5

©MAGIC

How can clinicians, citizens and patients
make well-informed decisions, based on AI evidence

(aligned with EBHC principles)?
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Breakthrough for AI 2023: the Large Language Models (LLM)* 
How many have ChatGPT in your pockets? 180 million users , fastest growing app ever
Can it answer my overarching question today?  It takes 1 minute, I have spent 6 weeks

*LLM : A type of Natural Language Processing (NLP) model comprising large neural networks trained over 
large amounts of text, usually to output continuations of texts from corresponding prefixes.+
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What is Artificial Intelligence (AI) and how is it progressing?
The science of developing computer systems that can perform complex 
tasks approximating human intelligence
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Where and how will AI enhance the evidence ecosystem? 
AI acceleration across steps (a topic for another day)  
Explosion of AI models, products & services, already implemented in practice

Vandvik PO, Brandt L. Future of Evidence Ecosystem Series: Evidence ecosystems and learning health systems: why bother? 
Journal of Clinical Epidemiology. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2020.02.008

• Accelerated R&D
• AI-based diagnostics, 

prediction, devices

• Accelerated SRs 
AI knowledge 
products

• Accelerated 
guidance & HTA

• Guidance & HTA of 
AI-based products

• Accelerated 
dissemination

• AI decision 
support products

• Accelerated 
implementation

• AI-based personalized 
decision support

• Accelerated 
program evaluation

• AI-based evaluation 
data analytics

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2020.02.008
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Agenda

• Setting the scene
• Progress in EBHC and guidelines; clinical practice perspective
• What is AI and why the fuzz?
• Where does AI fit in the evidence ecosystem?

• AI evidence for use in clinical practice
• Examples of the good, the bad and the ugly
• Lessons learned in the pandemic, time for living AI evidence?
• Does the evidence ecosystem work for AI?

• What now for the EBHC community?
• Critical appraisal methods up for the challenge? 
• AI in EBHC education; are we keeping up?
• A call for urgent engagement and collaboration
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Use of AI evidence in clinical practice 
to answer questions on diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment
Examples of the good, the bad and the ugly (from evidence producers)
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AI- assisted diagnosis: The good
Excellent performance (similar to specialists) and worked real-time in Thailand 
national screening program and highlighted implementation challenges

Machine learning: computer systems able to learn from data without following explicit instructions
Deep learning: use of multiple layers in an artificial neural network
Neural networks: a collection of connected nodes, loosely modeling neurons in a biological brain
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AI for risk prediction: The good?
AI-enabled ECG to detect heart failure (low EF) and referral echocardiography
Device approved by FDA and used in practice from 2021 (e.g., Mayo clinic)*

Three studies

• Derivation (n=45 000) good performance (AUC 0.93)

• Validation (n=3874) confirmed similar performance

• Implementation (n=12000 patients) screening ECGs 
across 120 primary care teams, cluster randomized 
access to AI results or not, primary outcome was low 
EF as measured by Echocardiography

• True benefit to patients? 

Modelling on the critical patient outcome of mortality: 
8 fewer deaths/ 100 000 patients screened over 5 years.
(Paper to be submitted)

WASTE? Increased referrals to echocardiograms and resource-
demands of implementing advanced AI system in practice:
Paper to be submitted

 
AI ECG results shared with physicians 

11,573

 
AI ECG results not shared with physicians 

11,068

Positive ECG results
692

(6.0%)

Negative ECG results 
10,881 
(94.0%)

Positive ECG results
664

(6.0%)

Negative ECG results 
10,404 
(94.0%)

Echo 
343

(49.6%)

No Echo
349

(51.4%)

Echo 
1,879

(17.2%)

No Echo
9,002

(82.8%)

Echo 
253

(38.1%)

No Echo
411 

(61.9%)

Echo 
1,764

(17.0%)

No Echo
8,640

(83.0%)

LVEF ≤ 40% 
102

(4.6% of 2,222) 
or (0.9% of 11,573) 

LVEF ≤ 40% 
70 

(3.5% of 2,017) 
or (0.6% of 11,068) 

Increase in patient anxiety: 3 more for 1,000 patients followed

Mortality: 3 more patients with LVEF <= 40% identified for 1,000 patients followed. 
   Death rate in patients with Asymptomatic left ventricular dysfunction is 81 per 1000 patients. 
   Wang et al. Circulation. 2003 

Treatment: Canadian guideline recommendation - in patients with LVEF <= 40% and symptoms 
strong recommendation for: 
   ARNI (or ACEi/ARB), 
   B-blocker, 
   MRA,  
   SGLT-2 inhibitor 

*Sau A, Ng FS- The emerging role of artificial intelligence enabled electrocardiograms in healthcare
BMJ Medicine 2023;2:e000193. doi: 10.1136/bmjmed-2022-000193
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AI to inform treatment decisions: The ugly? 
Can not reliably tell what works (relative effects of interventions) 
With heterogenous effects; can AI reliably predict responses to treatment?
I found lots of studies in oncology, no systematic reviews so I asked ChatGPT

06/05/21
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LLM answering clinical questions at the point of care: The good?
Very rapid progress, but still need validation in clinical settings
Preprint May 2023 outdated already?  arXiv:2305.09617

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.09617
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LLM answering clinical questions at the point of care
ChatGPT more high quality and empathetic responses to patient questions
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ChatGPT and revisiting role of trustworthy guidelines revisited
The robot can not write trusttworthy guidelines
Perhaps they are optimal EBM point of care resources? Now, or in next version?

7/14/22
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Lessons learned during the pandemic: Living evidence 
From trigger trials to updated  guidelines at record speed, perfect for AI?
Risk prediction remains a challenge; living prognosis review not helped by AI 

10/27/23
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Making the evidence ecosystem loop work for AI
Moving to living guidelines for AI, exemplified by AI Genius (CADe, CADx to come)
Current standards and methods works just fine, also from Evidence to Decisions (EtD)

What should the recommendation be?
Would health care systems invest in 

CADe, if they were well-informed, given 
costs + implementation challenges?
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Looking beyond individual examples for clinical application of AI 
84 RCTs by now, mostly bad (if not ugly) 
129 systematic reviews, mostly bad (2022): We need high-quality umbrella living SR
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Agenda

• Setting the scene*
• Advances in clinical practice guidelines and EBHC
• What is AI and why the fuzz?
• Where does AI fit in the evidence ecosystem?

• AI evidence for use in clinical practice
• The good, the bad and the ugly
• Pandemic kessons learned: living AI evidence?
• Making the evidence ecosystem work for AI

• What now for the EBHC community?
• Critical appraisal of AI evidence; Ready? 
• AI in EBHC education; keeping up?
• A call for urgent engagement and collaboration
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Are we ready to deal with the flood of AI publications?
Nature survey 2023: Optimisms and concerns from scientists

https://aiindex.stanford.edu/report/.

https://aiindex.stanford.edu/report/
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Machine learning challenging standards for proof and truth 
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LLM most impressive and most concerning for scientists
proliferation of misinformation, mistakes, fraud, and entrenched with bias

Conclusion (T.Zack et al) : 
”Urgent need for comprehensive 

and transparent bias assessments 
of tools like GPT-4 for every 

intented use case before 
integrated into clinical care”

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2023.07.13.23292577v2.full.pdf
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Can we adequately review AI papers? Any reporting standards?
Many of us probably lack skills to appraise/ peer-review , checklists are emerging
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Blackbox problem* and the Explainability of AI

• Lack of transparency raises challenges with bias, accountability 
and responsibility leading to also ethical and legal problems

• Explainable AI (XAI) aims to address these issues by developing 
models that are more interpretable and transparent

• XAI has 3 main problems (thought provoking from Dr. 
Ghassemi @NEJM AI Grand Rounds podcast)
– Squishy definition
– Too simple methods to explain, turns of critical thinking 

(see preprint below)
– Medicine has lots of black boxes, we need to know well 

calibrated, how to use in clinical contexts
• A key critical appraisal challenge for the EBHC community?

* Blackbox problem: The challenge of understanding how AI systems and machine learning models operate, 
especially in processing data and making predictions or decisions
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AI in EBHC education; are we keeping up?
Inevitable that health care professionals need to learn, why not link to EBM?
2 week elective AI course for medical students at University of Oslo lots of fun;-)

 

06/05/21

»All should understand how to 
best use AI tools, their limitations
and evidence-base that surrounds

them» 
NEJM AI Grand Rounds Podcast

Dr. Alan Karthikesalingam
Research lead at Google
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Summary: AI evidence for use in clinical practice  2023

What now for the EBHC community?
Ø AI will increasingly inform (and 

accelerate) the evidence ecosystem

Ø Current AI evidence mostly the bad and 
the ugly but likely to change rapidly

Ø Start dancing with AI folks, right now

Ø If my talk did not make sense; ask 
ChatGPT and be positively surprised;-)
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Glossary of key terms for AI

• AI: The science of developing computer systems that can perform complex 
tasks approximating human intelligence

• Machine learning: computer systems able to learn from data without 
following explicit instructions

• Deep learning: use of multiple layers in an artificial neural network
• Neural networks: a collection of connected nodes, loosely modeling neurons in 

a biological brain
• Generative AI: Can generate text, images, or other media, using patterns of 

input training data
• Natural Language Processing (NLP): A branch of artificial intelligence that seeks 

to enable computers to interpret and manipulate human text
• Large Language Model (LLM): A type of NLP model comprising large 

neural networks trained over large amounts of text, usually to output 
continuations of texts from corresponding prefixes.+

• GPT: Generative Pre-trained Transformer
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Useful resources for learning more

• NEJM AI Grand Rounds


